

Statement of Understanding before Work
This agreement is between Geovital, trading name of Blue Remora Pty Ltd
ACN 092 305 961 (hereafter called the CONTRACTOR), and
_________________________________ of ___________________
(hereafter called the CLIENT)




The CONTRACTOR is experienced in performing home assessments for low‐level
radiation and geopathic stress, and consulting on appropriate protection
measures in accordance with Geovital Academy’s 30 years of patient‐oriented
experience in this field.
A home, office or bedroom assessment may include any or all of the following:
 an overview of radiation exposure and how it may affect health
 assessment of radiation in daytime areas and / or assessment of radiation
in bedroom areas
 giving advice about radiation avoidance from appliances and lighting
 testing to investigate the wiring source responsible
 if radiation exposure commonly found in the bedroom is present, this
may require:
o turning electrical circuits on‐and‐off multiple times and
o assistance from the CLIENT (i.e. taking measurements);
 based on the findings, consultation about suitable solutions and products
(if in Geovital’s experience they are indicated) and
 the opportunity to order products the CLIENT desires.
The CLIENT agrees to the following:
 payment for services rendered will be made before or at the conclusion
of the assessment.
 if the electrical system seems unsafe or outside the scope of a typical
residential system, that the CONSULTANT may choose not to include this
as part of the assessment and that this does not mean a reduction in the
assessment cost.
 Geovital or the CONTRACTOR cannot be held responsible for faults or
damages developed as a result of turning electrical circuits on‐and‐off; or
for faults or damages caused by installation of products by the CLIENT, or
third party professionals (electricians, painters, builders, etc.).

the assessment findings and recommendations are not medical advice,
treatment or a cure for any medical condition. (The aim is to remove
health burdens.)
the outcome yet to be experienced by the CLIENT as a result of putting a
recommended approach into practice, or products into place, can never
be predicted or promised.
the assessment is a snapshot of the current situation and no liability for
its accuracy in the future can be taken by the attending CONTRACTOR, or
by GEOVITAL or its representatives.

The CLIENT has requested the CONTRACTOR to perform assessment services and
consult on suitable counter measures, based on Geovital’s experience and
opinion as a natural health clinic (based in Austria). It is understood that this
means that governmental allowable exposure limits play no role in this advice as
they are set too high in the opinion of Geovital and many other experts in this
field.
Whilst the CLIENT agrees to be consulted on suitable shielding products, there is
no obligation to purchase any of the products upon completion of the
assessment. Payment of the assessment fee is completely separate from the
purchase of recommended products.
The CONTRACTOR’s aim is to reduce radiation exposure. The level of exposure
reduction achieved, can however not be guaranteed, as radiation can sometimes
behave in unexpected ways, counter measures may be poorly applied by the
client or exposure levels may change.
The CONTRACTOR and GEOVITAL wish to make it clear that Geovital has
experienced poor results when testing substitute products. This has been the
driving force for the creation of Geovital’s own products. The recommendations
made to you are in relation to Geovital approved products only; the successes
that Geovital’s reputation is built on are unlikely to be achieved with substitutes.

Signed
Dated
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